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To:

Lee Valley Regional Park Authority
Myddelton House, Bulls Cross,
Enfield, Middlesex EN2 9HG
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David Andrews (Chairman)
Chris Kennedy (Vice Chairman)
John Bevan
David Gardner
Denise Jones
Heather Johnson

Graham McAndrew
Valerie Metcalfe
Gordon Nicholson
Paul Osborn
Mary Sartin

A meeting of the REGENERATION AND PLANNING COMMITTEE (Quorum — 3)
will be held by remote access on:
THURSDAY 3 DECEMBER 2020 AT 13.00
at which the following business will be transacted:
AGENDA
Part I
1

To receive apologies for absence.

2

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
Members are asked to consider whether or not they have disclosable
pecuniary, other pecuniary or non-pecuniary interests in any item - on this
Agenda. Other pecuniary and non-pecuniary interests are a matter of
judgement for each Member. (Declarations may also be made during the
meeting if necessary.)

3

MINUTES OF LAST MEETING
To approve the Minutes of the Meeting held on 19 November 2020
(copy herewith).

4

PUBLIC SPEAKING
To receive any representations from members of the public or
representative of an organisation on an issue which is on the agenda of the
meeting. Subject to the Chairman's discretion a total of 20 minutes will be
allowed for public speaking and the presentation of petitions at each
meeting.

5

LONDON BOROUGH OF WALTHAM FOREST
LOCAL PLAN SHAPING THE BOROUGH:
PART 1 STRATEGIC POLICIES PROPOSED
SUBMISSION VERSION (REGULATION 19
CONSULTATION) AND PART 2 SITE ALLOCATIONS
(REGULATION 18 CONSULTATION)

Paper RP/45/20

Presented by the Head of Planning
6

PLANNING CONSULTATION BY EPPING FOREST
DISTRICT COUNCIL
VALLEY GROWN NURSERIES, PAYNES LANE,
NAZEING, ESSEX, EN9 2EX
ADDITIONAL ACCESS ROAD FROM NAZEING ROAD
TO VALLEY GROWN NURSERIES

Paper RP/46/20

Presented by the Head of Planning
7

Such other business as in the opinion of the Chairman of the meeting is of
sufficient urgency by reason of special circumstances to warrant
consideration.

8

Consider passing a resolution based on the principles of Section 100A(4) of
the Local Government Act 1972, excluding the public and press from the
meeting for the items of business listed on Part II of the Agenda, on the
grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as
defined in those sections of Part I of Schedule 12A of the Act specified
beneath each item.
AGENDA
Part II
(Exempt Items)

9

Such other business as in the opinion of the Chairman of the meeting is of
sufficient urgency by reason of special circumstances to warrant
consideration.

25 November 2020

Shaun Dawson
Chief Executive

LEE VALLEY REGIONAL PARK AUTHORITY
REGENERATION & PLANNING COMMITTEE MINUTES.
19 NOVEMBER 2020
Members
in remote presence:

David Andrews (Chairman)
Chris Kennedy (Vice Chairman)
John Bevan
David Gardner
Denise Jones
Heather Johnson

Officers
in remote presence:

Claire Martin
Beryl Foster
Cath Patrick
Jon Camey
Lindsey Johnson

Also present
in remote presence:

Graham McAndrew
Valerie Metcalfe
Gordon Nicholson
Paul Osborn
Mary Sartin

- Head of Planning
- Deputy Chief Executive
- Conservation Manager
- Corporate Director
- Committee Services Officer

Stephen Rice - Director of S B Rice Chartered Surveyors and Rural
Planning Consultants — Agent for applicant
Part I

102 •DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Name
Mary Sartin

103

Agenda
Item No.
5

Nature of Interest

Prejudicial
✓
Member for Epping Forest District Council and Non-Pecuniary
sits on the Area Planning Sub Committee West — will not partake in
discussion or voting

MINUTES OF LAST MEETING
THAT the Minutes of the Regeneration & Planning Committee meeting held on 24
September 2020 be approved and signed.

104

PUBLIC SPEAKING
Stephen Rice, Director of S .B Rice • Chartered Surveyors and Rural Planning Consultants,
who is agent to the applicant addressed the Committee:
•

•
•

He informed Members that the Authority did not object to the previous application for
enlarging the Marina and informed Members that a 'holding objection' was only
sought by officers for this application to allow time to resolve issues surrounding the
location of the slipway and ecological surveys.
He has redesigned the slipway to prevent boats from passing froin the west of the
island.
The original surveys submitted with the 2016 application are considered sufficient as
the lake and surrounding habitats have not changed In the last four years, further the
broad usage of wintering birds will also not have changed.
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•
105

The applicant is, however, keen to work with the Authority in regards to further
ecological improvement works.

PLANNING CONSULTATION BY EPPING FOREST
DISTRICT COUNCIL
Roydon Marina, Roydon Marina Village, Roydon,
Essex, CM19 5EJ.
Extension to existing marina to provide an
additional 168 berths, 99 parking spaces, additional
associated facilities and widening and Improvement
to existing vehicular and pedestrian access.

Paper RP/44/20

The report was introduced by the Head of Planning who informed Members and made
reference to the Addendum Paper (18 November 2020) sent out to Members which set out
additional information provided by the applicant on'a reconfigured slipway for the boatyard
and further detail relating to ecological surveys. Key points from the report included:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Concerns for this development were the scale, impact on nature and location of
boatyard and slipway.
She Informed Members that the proposal sits well with the Park Development
Framework Proposals and targets In the Biodiversity Action Plan, although landscape
and ecological management plans should be attached as conditions to any planning
approval.
In regards to the ecological surveys, officers are concerned that the island and lake
have been undervalued in relation to the nearby SPA site in regards to wintering
birds and that the relation between waterbodies was poorly understood. Surveying
winter birds at different times of day would enable a better. understanding of the
importahce of the site in relation to the nearby SPA site.
After discussions with Stephen Rice, she has been informed that issues surrounding
insufficient space between the railway line and the edge of the lake and the slope of
the bank prevent the boatyard from being placed at the north of the site.
Breeding habitats such as the island should be prOtected from disturbance and even
with the amended location for the slipway this might not be enough.
Members might like to consider accepting the new position of the slipway, but instead
asking for a contribution from the applicant for off-site ecological mitigation at
somewhere like Glen Faba which might prove to be a more viable wildlife refuge.

Members raised the following concerns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concern over the impact on wintering birds.
Members questioned the need for widening the access road.
Members questioned why so many parking spaces were necessary.
Members were concerned about the location of the boatyard and asked why it
couldn't be located nearer to the north of the site:
There was concern over pollution from the boatyard in terms of light, noise and
discharge Into the water.
Members questioned whether these additional moorings would be used as
residential moorings rather than visitor moorings.
.Members felt that there should be something done to prevent boats from going
around the west of the island.
2
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•

A Member questioned whether we could ask for a reduction of 10 moorings to enable
them to be set further away from the island.

Stephen Rice responded to Member concerns:

•

•
•
•

(1)

They have been in discussions with both. Roydon Parish Council and Essex
Highways, who have both expressed concerns over the safety of pedestrians on the
access road. The widening of the road will enable a defined path away from the river
for pedestrians. The road is busy and predominantly used by the 51 residential
properties on the site. There is no commercial benefit for the applicant in enlarging
the access road.
They have already been granted permission for a boatyard and slipway on the
southern bank, to move it to the northern end would Involve removing all existing car
parking spaces (the original Marina did not allow for enough parking, suggested at 1
space per 2 berths) and 60-70 metres of scrub. There is already hardstanding in the
south and there would be minimal impact to putting the slipway in. The boatyard
will only be used by Marina visitors and they would be happy to discuss including a
no go zone around the island and include additional mitigation such as more reed
bed planting.
The applicant would not wish to contribute to off-site mitigation as they would like to
enhance and manage their own ecology for the benefit of their visitors.
When the applicant purchased the site in 2018 there was a lot of abuse of the site for
residential moorings, those offending individuals have been removed from the site.
The applicant would prefer to have a building for the boatyard so that noise and light
pollution were removed, however the site sits in the Green Belt and such
development would not get planning permission. The south of the site does lie next
to the railway line, so noise pollution is an existing issue. To capture discharge a tank
will be used and in order to discharge into the water a licence will be required from
the Environment Agency. The Environment Agency have been consulted and have
raised no concerns.
that Epping Forest District Council be informed that the Authority places a
`holding' objection to the current application to extend the marina at the
Roydon Marina Village in order that:
a)

further ecological surveys can be undertaken to update the wintering
and breeding bird surveys and that a full assessment of the bat roost
potential of the trees on site can be completed;

b)

the location of the boatyard can be re-examined in relation to its likely
impact on the island at the western end of the lake and the creation of
an 'out of bounds area' or undisturbed wildlife refuge on the water
behind, so as to help mitigate for the loss of open water;

c)

the Authority would wish to be consulted on the outcome of the
additional survey work, the mitigation measure that follow and a revised
scheme for the western end of the lake;
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(2)

(3)

that should the Council be minded to grant consent for the proposed
development then the Authority would wish to see the following conditions
attached requiring:
a)

the production of a Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) to ensure best practice construction measures and avoid harm
to sensitive habitats and species, including pollution incidents and
noise disturbance;

b)

provision of the Ecological Mitigation and Enhancement Scheme and
roadside planting scheme as detailed in the application;

c)

the retention of the remaining lake area as open water habitat free of
moorings to protect the areas of ecological enhancement;

d)

submission of a Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (LEMP)
prior to the commencement of the development to ensure the on-going
management and maintenance of the Ecological Mitigation and
Enhancement Scheme, in particular the new areas of reedbed, the
wildflower meadow and planting belt alongside the access
road/towpath;

e)

a lighting strategy for biodiversity, both for the construction period and
once the site is occupied to take account of protected species such as
bats, and use of the water by wintering and breeding birds;

f)

an invasive non-native species protocol detailing the management
strategy for the Himalayan Balsam on site and biosecurity measures to
avoid introducing non-native species into the area;

g)

Section 106 contributions to off-site works at the adjacent Glen Faba
waterbody in accordance with details set out in paragraph 42 of this
report as mitigation for the loss of open water at Roydon lake and to
help enhance and establish a viable refuge for wildlife; and

that Epping Forest District Council be informed that the Authority would wish
to be consulted on the above.

Chairman

Date
The meeting started at 11.30am and ended at 12.50pm
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Report No:

REGENERATION AND PLANNING COMMITTEE

RP/45/20

3 DECEMBER 2020 AT 13:00

LONDON BOROUGH OF WALTHAM FOREST LOCAL PLAN
SHAPING THE BOROUGH: PART 1 STRATEGIC POLICIES
PROPOSED SUBMISSION VERSION (REGULATION 19
CONSULTATION) & PART 2 SITE ALLOCATIONS
(REGULATION 18 CONSULTATION)
Presented by the Head of Planning
SUMMARY
The London Borough of Waltham Forest are consulting on their draft Local Plan
2020-2035 'Shaping the Borough' which now appears in two parts. Part 1 Strategic
Policies (LP1) has reached the Proposed Submission version stage (Regulation 19)
whilst the Part 2 Site Allocations Development Plan Document is at the earlier
Regulation 18 consultation stage.
The Authority responded to the previous stages of the Local Plan, both the
Regulation 18 Local Plan consultation and the accompanying 'call for sites',
proposing two sites for consideration as residential; the Waterworks building and car
park, and the western portion of the Ice Centre car park, all located with Metropolitan
Open Land.
The Part 1 Local Plan now includes a policy supporting the Regional Park and the
Park Development Framework and this is welcomed. However, amendments
previously sought to strengthen policy support for the Park's major venues and visitor
facilities within the growth areas in the southern part of the borough have not been
included. Further representatiohs are made in respect of this point in the letter
included as Appendix A to this report. Designation of both the Lee Valley Ice Centre
and the WaterVVorks Centre and car park as leisure sites within the Local Plan are
also sought The report also considers the findings of the Council's Green Belt and
Metropolitan Open Land assessment (2019) and proposes the realignment of the
Metropolitan Open Land boundary so as to exclude the WaterWorks Centre and car
park and questions whether, given the recent approved redevelopment proposals,
the Lee Valley Ice Centre should remain within Metropolitan Open Land.
These points underpin the Authority's response to the Site Allocations document
whereby it is proposed that both the Lee Valley Ice Centre and the WaterWorks
Centre and car park are included as leisure based site allocations to support their
long term future as leisure and cultural assets for the borough and wider Regional
Park.
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The Authority's final representations on the Submission Version Local Plan Part 1
Strategic Policies and comments on the Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations Document
are set out in the letter attached as Appendix A to this report.
RECOMMENDATION
Members Approve:

(1)

the comments as set out in Appendix A to this
report as the Authority's formal response to the
consultation by the London Borough of Waltham
Forest on Part 1 and Part 2 the draft Local Plan
2020 — 2035.

BACKGROUND
1

Following the consultation last year on the draft Local Plan (Reg. 18 version) the
Council have decided to produce the Local. Plan in two parts; Part 1 is the
overarching strategic policy document and Part 2 is a new Site Allocations
Development Plan Document (DPD). It is intended that together these Local
Plan documents will promote, shape and manage growth in the London Borough
of Waltham Forest (LBWF) for the next 15 years and seek to "achieve a balance
between physical, social, economic and environmental protection in the Borough
for the benefit of all residents and stakeholders".

2

The Authority is a key stakeholder in the Borough — a large area of the Regional
Park (over 500ha) and several venues fall within the LBWF. It forms both a
substantial green infrastructure resource and a major leisure and sporting
attraction for the Borough's residents. This includes land alongside the eastern
side of the King George's and William Girling Reservoirs, Banbury Reservoir
and the adjoining Folly Lane Triangle, the eastern part of Tottenham Marshes,
the Walthamstow Wetlands, Walthamstow Marsh, Leyton Marsh and the Lee
Valley Ice Centre, Lee Valley Riding Centre and Waterworks Centre and the Lee
Valley Hockey and Tennis Centre. A plan indicating the extent of land in the
Regional Park and in the administrative boundary of the Borough is included in
Appendix B to this report.

3

The Authority has adopted detailed proposals for those areas of the Regional
Park which lie in the Borough through the Park Development Framework (PDF)
Area Proposals. Five sets of Area Proposals are relevant given the extent of the
Park in the borough: Area 2 The Three Marshes: Walthamstow, Layton and
Hackney; Area 3 The Waterlands: Walthamstow Wetlands to Tottenham
Marshes; Area 4 The Waterlands: Banbury Reservoir to Picket's Lock; a small
section of Area 5 The Waterlands: King George V Reservoir to Rammey Marsh;
and Area 1 Proposals where these relate to the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.

4

The Authority's major Investment project for the Lee Valley Ice Centre lies within
the Borough. Proposals to redevelop the existing facility and create a new
state-of-the-art twin-pad ice skating destination obtained planning permission in
early October, and following approval by the Mayor of London and the signing of
a Section 106 Agreement, a decision notice was issued on 20 November 2020.
.in the longer term the Lee Valley Hockey and Tennis Centre currently within the
area administered by the London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC) will
revert back to the Borough.

5

The Authority responded in detail to the previous round of consultation on the
2
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draft Local Plan (Paper RP/13/19) seeking recognition of the Authority's
planning functions, and the Park's contribution to the Borough's leisure and
recreation needs. The Authority also responded to the accompanying 'call for
sites', proposing two sites for consideration; the Waterworks building and car
park, and the western portion of the Lee Valley Ice Centre car park. Both these
areas are within Metropolitan Open Land (MOL). It was understood all sites put
forward were to be considered as part of the LBWF's Growth Capacity Study
which was in process at the time of the 2019 consultation.
6

Green Belt & MOL review and Growth Capacity Study
At .the time of the 2019 consultation a focused Green Belt (GB)IMOL review
(November 2019), which included both the Waterworks building, car park, and
open grassland behind and the Lee Valley Ice Centre building only, ,was also
being undertaken by the Borough to provide a more detailed appraisal of these
locations. It included an assessment of the 'harm' to the MOL designations
should all or part of the land be developed.

7

It concluded for the Waterworks site that the potential harm to MOL. resulting
from the development of the whole site (as described above) would be
moderate, but if only the Waterworks building and car park is considered then
this would be classified as 'moderate low'.... "The development of this smaller
area of land is considered likely to result in moderate loiN harm to the remaining
MOL as this area is more contained by urbanising development and has a less
significant relationship with the wider MOL than the south eastern end of the
area."
This smaller area corresponds with the site the Authority originally
submitted as part of the Call for Site process.

8

In assessing the Lee Valley Ice Centre building the review found that although
the impact of redeveloping the existing built footprint would have a minimal
impact on the openness of MOL within the site, the harm to areas of MOL to the
north and south was considered to be high. The review also stated that "Due to
the containment of the car park to the south west, the harm of redeveloping the
area and the adjacent car park would not be significantly higher." These
findings have been, superseded .by events however given the Authority now has
permission to redevelop the Lee Valley Ice Centre and implement considerable
enhancements to the adjoining areas of open space (MOL).

9 The review also advised that the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
requires changes to the Green Belt to be made through the Local Plan process
and that should the Council wish to pursue any of these alterations they would
need to demonstrate exceptional circumstances, including consideration of the
need to promote sustainable patterns of development. Policy in the draft
London Plan suggests this position applies equally to MOL.
10 The review suggested the Council consider the development of appropriate
guidance or nnasterplans for each development area, proposing that the sites
within MOL along Lea Bridge Road could be: considered together given their
proximity.
11

Officers from the Authority attended a Duty to Co-operate meeting in December
2019 with representatives from the LBWF to discuss the Authority's comments
and the possibility of future masterplart work for the Lea Bridge Road area. The
Authority had sought a supportive policy approach as part of the Strategic
Location designations that recognised leisure as a key component of the growth
agenda. The draft Local Plan designated the Lea Bridge and Church Road
3
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area as a Strategic Location; at that time both the Lee Valley Ice Centre and Lee
Valley Riding Centre were shoWn to lie just outside this area whilst the
WaterWorks Centre sat within it. Similarly, the Plan identified the Layton
Strategic location which included the Lee Valley Hockey & Tennis Centre.
12 However, following this meeting work on a masterplan for the Lea Bridge area
was not progressed and has now been superseded to some degree by the
permission granted recently for the redevelopment of the Lee Valley Ice Centre
site together with the associated ecological and open space enhancements.
13 The Growth Capacity Study is now available as part of the Local Plan evidence
base. It's assessment of the potential for new development within the Borough
includes the consideration of the outcome of the Call for Sites, but it also states
that areas within the Green Belt or MOL have been excluded. The assessment
methodology followed a 'policy-off approach in the early stages of the review to
capture as many opportunities as possible, and to ensure a longer-term view of
site potential, but did not include "the boundaries of the Green Belt and
Metropolitan Open Land, which defines the limit of the areas of search." This
means that the sites put forward by the Authority would have been discounted.
14

Next Stages
Following this consultation, the Proposed Submission version, together with any
comments made, will be submitted for examination by an independent Planning
Inspector. Comments on the Site Allocations document will be considered
before a further iteration of the document is prepared for final consultation. The
Council is aiming to adopt a new Local Plan by the summer of 2021 at which
point it will replace the existing Core Strategy 2012, Development Management
Policies Document (DMPD) 2013, and the Blackhorse Lane Area Action Plan
2015.

15 The following paragraphs focus on the extent to which the Authority's previous
comments have been taken on board in the Proposed Submission version and
any new policy issues or areas of concern, for example in relation to the Site
Allocations document. It makes reference to the Council's Consultation Report
produced earlier in the summer which details the Council/officer response to
each comment made.

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED SUBMISSION LOCAL PLAN PART 1
18

Protecting and Enhancing the Environment
The Proposed Submission Local Plan Part 1 (LP1) now includes additional
strategic objectives (nos. 12 and 13), which relate to the Borough's natural
environment and give specific mention to the Lee Valley Regional Park and
Epping Forest as follows:

"12. Protect, restore and enhance the Borough's natural environment
to sustain biodiversity habitats and species of nature conservation
Importance.
13. Work with partners to protect and enhance the adjoining areas of
regional, national and international importance in Epping Forest and
the Lee Valley Regional Park."
The 'golden threads' highlighted as shaping the Local Plan now also include an
additional element - "protecting and enhancing the natural environment". These
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additions are to be welcomed; they strengthen the Council's Vision and policy
direction on the natural environment and the Regional Park.
17 Lee Valley Regional Park Policy
The previous policy references to the Regional Park which sat within a joint
policy with Epping Forest have been amended and are now set out in a
separate Policy 84 'The Lee. Valley Regional Park'. As requested by the
Authority in its previous comments, the policy has been amended to include a
policy statement supporting the PDF, as well as the detail in the supporting text.
The PDF is to be a "material consideration in the determination of planning
applications". These changes will be supported in representations.
18 Additional policy text has also been added to protect the Lee Valley Special
Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar in accordance with the Local Plan 'Habitat
Regulations Assessment Appropriate Assessment. This found the potential for
urbanising effects (principally effects from construction close to the Park, risk of
fire, fly tipping/litter leading to the spread of invasive species and disease and
cat predation) might impact the Lee Valley SPA and Ramsar.
19

Please refer to Appendix C to this report, which sets out the full text of Policy 84.
These changes can be supported; minor editing is suggested in the letter
attached at Appendix A to this report, to avoid repetition. Clarification is also
sought regarding the Councll's proposal to produce SPD guidance for mitigating
the impact of development on the SAC/SPA and whether this will relate to the
Lee Valley SPA.

20 Biodiversity
Policy 81 Biodiversity and Geodiversity has been amended and as per the
comments made by the Authority, it is now framed with a positive opening
statement which addresses all proposals, whether they impact upon biodiversity
or not, requiring that these seek to protect and enhance biodiversity and
geodiversity resources in the borough. Further amendments proposed to Policy
81 bullet D which relate to the above point have not been implemented,
although the Consultation Report (June 2020) suggests the intention was to
make the full change. The Authority's original point is therefore reiterated in the
letter attached at Appendix A to this report.
21

Spatial Strategy and Strategic Locations
The scale of growth envisaged by the draft Local Plan has not changed
significantly and remains divided into the three areas previously identified:
South, Central and North Waltham Forest with the Strategic Locations and other
Site Opportunity Areas identified as the primary locations for growth and
supporting infrastructure - now also presented graphically, please refer to
Appendix D to this report which reproduces diagrams showing the whole
borough and South Waltham Forest (Figs 4.1 and 4.2).

22

The Authority's previous comments highlighted the significance of the location of
the Park's main venues either adjacent to or within the Strategic Locations
seeking a more supportive policy approach to ensure leisure was acknowledged
as part of the growth scenario. The Lee Valley Ice Centre, WaterWorks Centre
and Lee Valley Riding Centre are now shown as lying within the Lea Bridge
Strategic Location. The Leyton Strategic Iodation abuts the Lee Valley Hockey &
Tennis Centre, identified as part of the LLDC.

23

Policy for each of the strategic locations has been condensed in the Submission
5
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Version, so for example one policy — Policy 9 South Waltham Forest now covers
all the locations within that part of the borough. The Council have decided not
to include the policy amendment suggested by the Authority which sought policy
support for proposals which would improve and grow the visitor, sporting and
wider cultural offer of the Regional Park and its venues within the south of the
borough. Instead a reference to the venues has been added to the supporting
text 5.15. • Please refer to the letter at Appendix A to this report for the detail.
24 The lack of policy support is a serious concern and it is difficult to understand
the Council's position. The Regional Park and its venues are a key asset to the .
southern part of the Borough, and indeed the wider Borough (the successful
conclusion of the Lee Valley Ice Centre application has demonstrated the
contribution a leisure/sporting venue makes to local communities across a range
of cultural, well-being and health related matters) and should be specifically
covered by policy. Policy 9 bullet point I) refers to 'cultural and sporting assets
in the South area' but only in terms of increasing the 'visitor economy and
building a vibrant evening and night time offer'. A specific policy reference is still
considered appropriate and the Authority's previous position on this point should
be sustained, Please refer to the policy text included in the letter attached as
Appendix A to this report.
25 Call for Sites and MOL
Under a separate but related process the Authority's response to the Council's
Call For Sites exercise in 2017, suggested that two sites within the Lea Bridge
Road area could be de-designated from MOL and considered for residential
development; the Waterworks building and car park, and the western portion of
the Lee Valley Ice Centre car park.
26 At that time the outcome 'of the Council's Green Belt/MOL review was seen as
critical in this respect, as this would be the mechanism through which to identify
any adjustments to Green Belt and MOL boundaries and to start a process for
demonstrating that 'exceptional circumstances' exist to allow for change, in
accordance with paragraphs 136 and 138 of the NPPF (2019). This review has
now concluded and whilst it proposes minor boundary adjustments to existing
Green Belt and MOL boundaries the Authority's sites remain within the MOL
designation.
27 Within the Local Plan Proposed Submission Version, Green Belt and MOL
policy remains largely unchanged (Policy 79 Green Infrastructure and the
Natural Environment) and is focused on protecting Green Belt and MOL from
inappropriate development and "delivering development and regeneration
activity principally through the use of brownfield land and buildings". The
previous reference to the Green Belt review and the possibility of 'exceptional
circumstances being identified within areas such as Lea Bridge Road has been
removed from the supporting text.
28 The draft Site Allocations document (see paragraph 35 below) has now been
produced and forms Part 2 of the Local Plan. It does not include the
Waterworks building and car park (or the western portion of the Lee Valley Ice
Centre car park, which is now part of the area covered by the planning
permission for the new Lee Valley Ice Centre). The Council have therefore
decided not to remove these sites from MOL or make any site allocations as
part of the Local Plan process.
29 The Waterworks site and car park and indeed the Lee Valley Ice Centre site are
6
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now shown in the Local Plan Proposed Submission Version (Diagram Fig 4.2
please see Appendix D to this report) as lying within the Lea Bridge and Church
Road Strategic Location. The Council state within supporting text that they
intend to prepare area based Supplementary Planning Documents and/or
masterplans for these areas to co-ordinate development. Once prepared these
documents will 'have weight as material considerations in determining planning
applications.
30 Key factors have changed for the Authority however since the 2017 Call For
Sites and the previous draft Local Plan consultation. Permission has now been
granted to redevelop the Lee Valley Ice Centre, which will include a range of
ecological and environmental enhancements on the adjacent and associated
land at Lea Bridge Road. Officers are now also considering the future of the
Waterworks Centre and car park area in terms of its leisure, visitor and
environmental contribution both in terms of its immediate location and in relation
to the wider Regional Park. This work is based upon the PDF Area 2 'Proposals
which identify the site as part of the Lea Bridge Road Area major visitor hub
(Proposals 2.A.6). Proposals include the "provision of visitor accommodation as
part of the enhanced visitor offer at the Waterworks Centre..." with options that
could include youth hostel style facilities, pods and/or chalets. Other relevant
proposals include those seeking to promote the centre as a base for events,
learning and volunteer related activity.
31 It is therefore necessary to make further representations to the Local Plan
review process both in terms of the Part 1 Strategic Policies and the Part 2 Site
Allocations document in respect of the above sites.
32 Within the Local Plan Part 1, it would now be 'appropriate for the Council to
reconsider the policy position In relation to the Lee Valley Ice Centre, to
recognise its current and future role in terms of ice sport, training and leisure
activity and amend the Local Plan to reflect this. A leisure designation on the
Policies Map, or specific reference under Policy 9 are suggested. Policy 36
Promoting Culture and Creativity seeks to support arts, culture, entertainment
and visitor facilities and this might also be considered appropriate by the
Council. Officers will seek to discuss this matter further with the LBWF officers.
In addition, given the recently approved redevelopment proposals, there seems
little reason for this land to stay within MOL designation as it now presents a
significant anomaly combined with Essex Wharf in the west.
33

The Waterworks Centre and car park requires a similar treatment to recognise it
as a leisure site suitable for visitor accommodation in line with the PDF
proposals.
Fundamental to securing a viable future leisure use and
development of this site, in line with the PDF Proposals and the wider cultural
offer of the borough, is its MOL designation. New leisure and visitor related
uses on this site were not considered as part of the Call For Sites process.

34 Given these facts and the findings of the MOL review it is considered
appropriate to seek a realignment of the MOL boundary in this area to remove '
the Waterworks Centre and car park, whilst also seeking a leisure designation
and policy support as . in the case of the Lee Valley Ice Centre. Whilst the
Council recognises the need for future SPD/master planning for the Lea Bridge
Strategic Location those would not be the mechanisms through which to alter
the MOL boundaries. Both sites should also be recommended for a site
allocation in the new Part 2 Local Plan document, please see below.
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COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT SITE ALLOCATIONS LOCAL PLAN PART 2
35 The Site Allocations Development Plan Document identifies sites where the
Council considers development • could come forward and sets out the
parameters within which these sites should be redeveloped. Sites included
have been through a selection process that accords with national planning
,policy and builds upon the Council's Call for Sites exercises in 2017
. and again
in 2019, together with the findings of the Growth Capacity Study 2018 which
reviewed all sites and assessed whether they were achievable and deliverable.
The Sites Allocation document does not allocate all sites appropriate for
development — it focuses on strategic sites (100 or more new homes) and key
sites (considered critical to the delivery of the vision for the area but under 100
units). Other sites that come forward will be listed on the Brownfield Land
Register published and reviewed annually.
36 Each Site Allocation sets out the preferred use or mix of uses as well as any
policy criteria or guidance relevant to the development of the site. A
'Placemaking' Plan is included for each allocation. Comments are sought on
the proposals contained within the document and the Council's approach. The
sites put forward by the Park Authority have not been included and the Growth
Capacity Study makes it clear that sites in the Green Belt and MOL have not
been considered .due to their policy designation.
37 Lee Valley Ice Centre Slte and the Waterworks Centre and Car Park
As discussed above it is considered appropriate to request that the Council
include a leisure based site allocation for both the Lee Valley Ice Centre and the
Waterworks Centre and car park, please refer to Appendix E to this report.
38 Within the Site Allocations Document, the Council proposes allocations for new
and replacement leisure developments as a component part of the residential
and other types of land use allocations. It so follows that the redevelopment of
Lee Valley Ice Centre, given the recent positive decision for the new twin pad
development, should also be recognised via. allocation or designation for solely
leisure development. This would support the Lee Valley Ice Centre in its
location long term as a key cultural asset for the borough.
39 A similar allocation should be sought for the Waterworks Centre and car park to
recognise its leisure use and potential, particularly for visitor accommodation.
Both sites could be shown on the same Placemaking Plan to highlight their
location within the Regional Park; officers will seek to engage with borough
officers to discuss this matter further and to provide further detail for the
proposed allocations. The Part 2 Site Allocations document is at an 'earlier
consultation stage compared to the Part 1 Local Plan and there should be time
to engage fully on this matter.
40

Other Site Allocations of Relevance
Five sites currently allocated within the borough are 'also of relevance. to the
Regional Park and comments on each are included in the letter attached at
Appendix A to this report. The main concerns relate to the need to fully
reference the PDF Area Proposals. This is particularly in relation to:
•
•

enhancing connectivity into the Park;
improving boundaries between the Park and adjoining sites;
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•
•

ensuring development sites provide sufficient open and amenity space to
provide for the needs of new residents; and
the need to consider the visual and ecological impacts of future
development in relation to the Park and its range of visitor, programme
and biodlversity assets.

41 The Site Allocation SA02 New Spitalfields Market is of particular interest to the
Authority. Although outside the Park boundary this site is located opposite and
to the north of the Lee Valley Hockey & Tennis Centre, and immediately east of
Hackney Marshes. The site Is owned by the City of London Corporation who
intend to relocate the market to a new site in Barking and Dagenham. This will
release for redevelopment an area of approx. 11.23 ha which the Council
consider can form part of a new neighbourhood 'New Leyton' together with the
key strategic sites that surround it. SA02 is considered suitable for a minimum
of 3,000 new homes, (35% to 50% affordable), 29,798sqm of replacement
employment floorspace and public transport improvements including potential
for a new station on Ruckholt Road.
42 The key strategic sites referenced above include SA01 the Leyton Mills Retail
Centre (owned by Asda Walmart and Aviva Investors), the Temple Mills Lane
Bus depot (under the ownership of Highways England) and the Lee Valley
Hockey & Tennis Centre. The latter two are both currently within the LLDC
jurisdictidn and therefore not included in the Site Allocation document. Please
refer to Appendix F to this report for a plan of the area.
43 The Council in partnership with the landowners, Greater London Authority (GLA)
and LLDC have decided to commission work- to produce a Development
Framework in order to optimise the development potential of the 'New Leyton'
area and guide the creation of a new mixed use neighbourhood. Officers from
the Authority have been involved in early discussions on the Development
Framework. The tender process for this project will complete in late December
2020 ready for work on the framework to start from January 2021 in
collaboration with the landowners and stakeholders, including the Park
Authority. A report on the development framework will be brought to a future
committee in due course.44 Comments have also been made with regard to two sites located adjacent to
Lea Valley Road within the Sewardstone area, please refer to Appendix G to
this report for a location plan.. These sites sit adjacent to an important east west
route through the Park and hence it is important that any development brings
forward or contributes to accessibility enhancements along this route for the
benefit of Park visitors.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
45 There are no environmental implications arising directly from the
recommendations in this report but the draft Local Plan for Waltham Forest both
Parts 1 and 2 once adopted will contain policies and allocations that guide and
control development and the use of land within the borough that could have an
impact on the protection, enhancement, and development of the Regional Park.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
46

There are no financial implications arising directly from the recommendations in
this report.
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HUMAN RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS
47 There are no human resource implications arising directly from the
recommendations in this report.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
48 Planning applications referred to this Authority are submitted under the
consultative arrangements of Section 14 (4-7) of the Lee Valley Regional Park
Act 1966 (the Park Act). The Park Act requires a local planning authority to
consult with the Authority on any planning application for development, whether
within the designated area of the Park or not, which might affect any part of the
Park.
49 The Park Act enables the Authority to make representations to the local
planning authority which they shall take into account when determining the
planning application.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
50 There are no risk management implications arising directly from the
recommendations in this report.
EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS
51

There are no equality implications arising directly from the recommendations in
this report.

Author: Claire Martin, 01992 709885, cmartin©leevalleypark.org.uk
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Lee Valley
Regional Park Authority
Mr Stewart Murray
Strategic Director of Regeneration & Growth
LB Waltham Forest
Sycamore House
Town Hall complex
Forest Road
LONDON
E17

Email: cmartin@leevalleypark.org.uk
Direct Dial: 01992 709885

3rd December 2020
Dear Stuart
RE: CONSULTATION ON THE LOCAL PLAN SHAPING THE BOROUGH:
PART 1 STRATEGIC POLICIES PROPOSED SUBMISSION VERSION
(REGULATION 19 CONSULTATION) & PART 2 DRAFT SITE
ALLOCATIONS DOCUMENT (REGULATION 18 CONSULTATION) - LEE
VALLEY REGIONAL PARK AUTHORITY REPRESENTATIONS
Thank you for consulting the Regional Park Authority on the Draft Local Plan Proposed
Submission Version Part 1 Strategic Policies and the Part 2 Site Allocations Document
Regulation 18 consultation.
A report on this matter was considered by the Authority's Members at the Lee Valley
Regeneration and Planning Committee on the 3rd December 2020 when the following
comments were agreed. Further discussion on the matters raised below would be
welcome, there are still outstanding issues relating to the Local Plan policy and the site
allocations in respect of support for the Authority's major venues and visitor facilities.
Proposed Submission Local Plan Part 1 Strategic Policies
Protecting and Enhancing the Environnient
The inclusion of two new Strategic Objectives (nos. 12 and 13), which relate to the
Borough's natural environment and give specific mention to the Lee Valley Regional
Park and Epping Forest are welcome as is the inclusion of an addition 'golden thread'
that aims to ensure the Local Plan will protect and enhance the natural environment.
These additions strengthen the Council's Vision and policy direction in respect of the
natural environment and the Regional Park.
The Regional Park is a significant part of the Borough's green infrastructure providing
valuable benefits to local communities. Comprising over 500ha it includes key sites
such as Banbury Reservoir, the eastern part of Tottenham Marshes, the Walthamstow
Wetlands, Walthamstow Marsh, Layton Marsh, and Essex Filter Beds and major
leisure and sporting venues at the Lee Valley Ice Centre, Lee Valley Riding Centre,
Waterworks Centre and Lee Valley Hockey and Tennis Centre. Over 380,000 of the
Borough's residents visit these sites.
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Lee Valley Regional Park Policy 84
The Authority welcomes and supports the addition of Policy 84 The Lee Valley
Regional Park',. together with the detail in the supporting text for the Park Development
Framework. Reference to the PDF as a 'material consideration in the determination
of planning applications" will be impOrtant given the increasing pressure for
development along the boundaries of the Park. The addition of policy text to protect
the Lee Valley SPA and Ramsar in accordance with the Local Plan HRA Appropriate
Assessment is also welcome, given the need to consider the urbanising effects of
development on the open spaces of the Park, particularly within the south of the
borough.
Some minor editing is suggested to combine policy statement 84B with D as set out
below; this will avoid repetition.
Policy 84 The Lee Valley Regional Park
Proposals which affect the Lee Valley Regional Park will ensure that:
A. Development proposals include measures for the protection,
enhancement and where possible; the extension of the borough's
network of Green Corridors.
B.

integrityr amenity-Or-Aerator-enjoyment.
C. Development proposals in proximity to the Lee Valley Regional Park
should improve access and links to the park and its waterways.
D. Development proposals affecting the Lee Valley Regional Park should
be sensitive and proportionate, must not contribute to adverse impacts
on amenity, ecological integrity or visitor enjoyment; and will be
expected to deliver enhancements where possible. The Council
supports the Lee Valley Regional Park Authority's Park Development
Framework. The contents of the Lee Valley Park Development
Framework as adopted is a material consideration in the determination
of planning applications.
E. Development that affects the Lee Valley Special Protection Area will
contribute to the mitigation of adverse effects on the Special Protection
Area (SPA).
F. Planning applications for development at Biackhorse Lane will need to
be accompanied by a project level HRA to ensure the development will
not generate adverse urban effects on the integrity of the Lee Valley
SPA and Ramsar.

As part of policy for Epping Forest and the Special Area of Conservation (Policy 83)
the Council is proposing to produce SPD guidance for mitigating the Impact of
development on the SAC/SPA. Under the findings of the HRA, a mitigation framework
is required to offset the recreational impacts of the Local Plan. Clarification is required
as to whether this work will include the Regional Park and be of relevance to the Lee
Valley SPA; if this is the case supporting text to policy should be amended to set out
this relationship.
Biodiversity
Amendments to Policy 81 Biodiversity and Geodiveirsity are welcomed. The revised
positive framing of this policy now requiring that all proposals, whether they impact
upon biodiversity or not, seek to protect and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity
14
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resources in the borough will assist the Council in its aim to ensure the Local Plan
protects and enhances the natural environment.
Unfortunately, the amendments proposed to Policy 81D which relate to the above point
have not been implemented in the revised policy text although the officer response in
the Consultation Report June 2020 suggests the intention was to make the full change.
The Authority's therefore reiterates its previous comment which suggested the
following amendment to strengthen the intent of Policy 81 D:
1
611;ere-eppectunities-ariserel Development proposals should seek to flitlet provide
measures to support species and habitats through the use of landscaping on or
adjacent to buildings.
Reference to partnership working with the Lee Valley Regional Park Authority as well
as Natural England and the Conservators of Epping Forest has also not been included
under paragraph 17.19 although the Consultation Report does make a commitment to
do this. Likewise reference the Authority's Lee Valley Biodiversity Action Plan adopted
in 2019 is still missing from pars 17.20. It would be helpful if these minor amendments
could be made.
Waltham Forest's Spatial and Growth Strategy and the Strategic Locations
It is disappointing that the Council have decided not to include a policy reference to
support proposals within 'the strategic locations that would help to improve and grow
the visitor, sporting and wider cultural offer of the Regional Park and its venues within
South Waltham Forest.
The Council will know from the detail and supporting information supplied alongside
the application to redevelop the Ice Centre on Lea Bridge Road that the Regional
Park's sporting and leisure venues can, and do, make a considerable contribution to
the good growth, well-being and cultural place-making of the borough, particularly
within the southern growth zone identified in the Plan. Whilst the 'Vision for the South'
highlights the importance of the Regional Park's open spaces there is no mention of
the contribution and future potential of major sporting and leisure venues such as the
Lee Valley Ice Centre and the Lee Valley Hockey and Tennis Centre and the potential
to enhance leisure and visitor facilities within sites such as the WaterWorks Centre.
Policy for strategic growth in South Waltham Forest has been condensed into Policy
9. This refers to the cultural and sporting assets in the South area and that proposals
will be supported where they increase visitor economy and build a vibrant evening and
night-time offer. This does not cover the range of opportunity that could be realised
within the Regional Park in Waltham Forest South. Indeed, the combination of leisure
and sporting venues within the South of Waltham Forest is exceptional. It includes an
Olympic legacy facility for Hockey and Tennis, including disability sports, an
international sized Ice Centre, soon to be redeveloped as a state of the art twin pad
facility, and a Riding Centre offering facilities for novice through to advance riders
including riding lessons for the disabled. The leisure potential of the WaterWorks
Centre is also' currently under consideration by the Authority, particularly in relation to
visitor facilities and visitor accommodation.
The Authority therefore maintains its position that a policy reference is needed within
this section of the Local Plan and that this should address specifically the distinctive
opportunities and growth potential of the Regional Park's leisure and sporting venues.
The following policy text is proposed under Policy 9; this could be added as an extra
bullet N as follows:
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Policy 9 South Waltham Forest
As the priority area for regeneration and good growth, proposals will be
supported where they:
N. Create opportunities to improve and grow the visitor, sporting and wider
cultural offer of the Lee Valley Regional Park and its venues; including the
Lee Valley Ice Centre, the Lee Valley WaterWorks Centre and the Lee Valley
Hockey and Tennis Centre, thereby ensuring their long-term sustainability
and contribution to the visitor economy of the borough
The Authority would also wish to see the Lee Valley Ice Centre re designated within
the Lea Bridge strategic location as a leisure destination, to recognise its current and
future role in terms of ice sport, training and leisure activity. Its retention as part of
MOL is also questioned. Given the recently approved redevelopment proposals, the
Ice Centre site presents a significant anomaly combined with Essex Wharf in the west
and the Authority would wish to see this area re-examined in terms of its MOL
designation.
The Waterworks Centre and car park requires a similar treatment within the Local Plan
Part 1 Strategic Policies to recognise it as a leisure site suitable for visitor
accommodation in line with the Park Development Framework Area proposals. Its
current location within MOL is however likely to place limits on the type and scale of
future leisure use and development. The findings of the Council's focused Green Belt
and MOL review concluded that potential harm to MOL resulting from the development
of the Waterworks building and car park would be moderate to low in terms of the
remaining MOL in the area as this area Is more contained by urbanising
development and has a less significant relationship with the wider MOL than the
south eastern end of the area." Given these findings and the Authority's PDF
proposals, it is considered appropriate to seek a realignment of the MOL boundary in
this area to remove the Waterworks Centre and its car park. The Authority would
support the Council in seeking such an amendment to the MOL boundary, whilst also
proposing a leisure designation for the site.
Whilst the Council recognises the need for future SPD/master planning for the Lea
Bridge Strategic Location the Authority does not consider this would be the appropriate
mechanism through which to alter the MOL boundaries.
The proposed additions to supporting text 5.15 should also be amended as follows:
The South is home to important sporting and cultural venues. These include the Lee
Valley Ice Centre, Lee Valley Riding Centre, and Lee Valley Waterworks Centre
in Lea Bridge and Church Road Strategic Location; Layton Orient, Ive Farm and the
Lee Valley Hockey and Tennis Centre in Leyton and the Heart of Leyton (Leyton
Cricket Hub) in Bakers Arms and Leyton Green. There are opportunities to add to
these facilities, including supporting the night time economy (see Policy 46 Evening and Night-time Economy Uses) and these will be supported in Strategic
Locations and Town Centres (in accordance with Policy 39 - Hierarchy of Centres)
and the boroughs cultural and sporting needs (see Policy 36 - Promoting Culture
and Creativity).
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Draft Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations Document
Lee Valley Ice Centre site and the Waterworks Centre.and car park
In view of the points raised above the Authority would also wish to see,both the Ice
Centre and the WaterWorks Centre included as Site Allocations within the Part 2 Local
Plan Site Allocations document.
Proposals for new and replacement leisure developments are included within a number
of the sites in the Site Allocation document alongside residential and other types of
land use allocations. It is therefore considered appropriate, given the recent positive
decision for the new twin pad development at the Ice Centre, that it should also be
recognised via an allocation. or a designation for solely leisure development. This
would support the Ice Centre in its location long term as a key cultural asset for the
borough.
A similar allocation should be sought for the Waterworks Centre and car park to
recognise its leisure use and potential, particularly for visitor accommodation. Both
sites could be shown on the same Placemaking Plan to highlight their location within
the Regional Park and elaborate on the PDF Area proposals that would apply. Officers
would welcome the opportunity to engage with borough officers to discuss this matter
further. The Part 2 Site Allocations document is at an earlier consultation stage
compared to the Part 1 Local Plan and there should be time to engage fully on this
matter.
The Authority's comments on the proposed Site Allocations currently included in the
draft Development Plan Document are set out below and relate to sites located both
within the Regional Park and those located adjacent to its boundary. Comments relate '
to the Rice Making plans.
South Waltham Forest
Site SA02 New Spitalfields Market
SAO2 lies outside the Regional Park but opposite the Lee Valley Hockey and Tennis
Centre. Both sites form part of the 'New Layton' Development area. Reference within
the Site Allocation to supporting development where it provides connections with the
Regional Park and QEOP and opens up Hackney Marshes are noted, but with the
quantum of development proposed, this site allocation will need 'to provide a
substantial area and range of open spaces to cater for the needs of the new residents.
Proposed green/open space should be indicated on the'Placemaking map. This open
space should then .be located and designed to complement the adjoining Lee Valley
Hockey &Tennis Centre to the south and Hackney Marshes to the west.
The Lee Valley Hockey &Tennis Centre opposite forms part of the QEOP and serves
a regional, national' and international sporting and leisure market as well as serving
local sporting need in relation to tennis and hockey. It includes areas of public open
space and areas of valuable habitat in relation to both the LLDC and. LVRPA
Biodiversity Action Plans but the Authority's primary objectives in relation to the site
are to ensure it continues to play its part in developing the QEOP as a zone of sporting
excellence.
The reference to new walking routes going north towards Lea Bridge Road are noted
as is the reference to connections into the Regional Park and QEOP. Area 1 PDF
Proposals identify the need for partnership working to "to promote and enhance both
17
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routes into the Regional Park and those between the Regional Park and the areas of
the QEOP and Stratford that lie just outside the boundary' in order to establish a
network of visitor facilities and open spaces linking the QEOP with the wider Regional
Park, including Hackney Marshes, the Waterworks visitor hub, and Walthamstow
Wetlands. Proposals also identify the opportunity to "develop and promote a primary
gateway into the Regional Park and QEOP from the northeast" which would be signed
from Layton, through the Lee Valley Hockey and Tennis Centre: Future development
within this site could assist in achieving this entrance/gateway and this should be
referenced.
The 'potential for height' noted in the Placemaking Plan should also consider views
through into both the Regional Park (including views to the north 'up the valley') and
the QEOP; maintaining views south through to the VeloPark will be important for
example.
The site allocation makes no mention of biodiversity and yet this site presents
opportunities for habitat enhancements around the river frontage that sits on the
western side of the site, Its frontage to the waterfront should be noted and a river
restoration scheme should be identified as part of the Placemaking Plan included in
the Site Allocations.
Site S010 Low Hall Depot
This allocation sits partially within the Park (please refer to Appendix D) and is located
to the north east of Walthamstow Marshes; this should be referenced in the site
allocation. The Placemaking Plan indicates proposed green space and pedestrian and
cycle connectivity. This should be spelt out within the proposed site allocation
requirements. It is important to establish pedestrian and cyCle links with the rest of the
Regional Park in line with the PDF Area 2 Proposals which highlight the importance of
reconnecting the Low Hall area into the rest of the Park at Walthamstow Marshes and
improving the provision of facilities for visitors.
Biodiversity proposals seek to safeguard existing ecological values at LoW Hall Farm
Flood Meadow, which Jie adjacent. The frontage onto the Dagenham Brook is also a
key element of the site. A river restoration scheme should be considered.
North Waltham Forest
SA53 Motorpoint and SAM Lea Valley Motor Company Sewardstone Rd
These sites are located within the Regional Park and this should be recognised in the
allocation description. They sit adjacent to an important east west route through the
Park and any development should seek to enhance its quality and accessibility. PDF
Area Visitor proposals state that "On the Lea Valley Road, gateway features at either
end to be combined with traffic calming, the setting back of fencing and the creation of
broad pedestrian boulevards to be linked to the Lea Valley Walk and the Pathway
Corridor (5.A.1)".
The Placemaking Plan for SA53 identifies potential for tall buildings. It should also
recognise the proximity of the King George's and William Girling Reservoirs and their
SSSI status. These areas sit within the key north south route for bird migration in the
Lee Valley and this will need to be considered in relation to any tall buildings and
overlooking of the reservoirs.
Proposed green space adjacent to the waterway is noted but this is the Flood Relief
Channel and therefore improvements may be limited.
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The Authority looks forward to engaging further with Borough officers on the matters
raised above as part of the Duty to Co-operate process to help inform the next stage
of the Local plan process.
Yours sincerely

Claire Martin
Head of Planning
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Appendix C to Paper RP/45/20
Extract from Local Plan Proposed Submission Version Part 'I Strategic
Policies Lee Valley Regional Park Policy 84

Policy 84 - The Lee Valley Regional Park
Proposals which affect the Lee Valley Regional Park will ensure that:
A. Development proposals include measures.for the protection, enhancement
and where possible, the extension of the borough's network of Green
Corridors.
B. Development proposals affecting the Lee. Valley Regional Park should be
sensitive and proportionate, delivering enhancements where possible and
must not contribute to adverse impacts on ecological integrity, amenity or
visitor enjoyment.
C. Development proposals in proximity to the Lee Valley Regional Park should
improve access and links to the park and its waterways.
D. Development proposals affecting the Lee Valley Regional Park must not
contribute to adverse impacts on amenity, ecological integrity or visitor
enjoyment; and will be expected to deliver enhancements where possible.
The Council supports the Lee Valley Regional Park Authority's Park
Development Framework. The contents of the Lee Valley Park Development
Framework as adopted is a material consideration in the determination of
planning applications.
E. Development that affects the Lee Valley Special Protection Area will
contribute to the mitigation of adverse effects on the Special Protection Area
(SPA).
F. Planning applications for development at Blackhorse Lane will need to be
accompanied by a project level, HRA to ensure the development will not
generate adverse urban effects on the integrity of the Lee Valley SPA and
Ramsar.
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Diagrams extract from Part 1 Local Plan Submission Version
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LEE VALLEY REGIONAL PARK AUTHORITY

Report No:

REGENERATION AND PLANNING COMMITTEE

RP/46/20

3 DECEMBER 2020 AT 13:00
PLANNING CONSULTATION BY
EPPING FOREST DISTRICT COUNCIL

VALLEY GROWN NURSERIES, PAYNES LANE, NAZEING,
ESSEX, EN9 2EX
ADDITIONAL ACCESS ROAD FROM NAZEING ROAD
TO VALLEY GROWN NURSERIES
Presented by Head of Planning

SUMMARY
This application seeks permission to build a new access road between Nazeing Road
and the Valley Grown Nurseries site on Paynes Lane for the use of HGV traffic
associated with Valley Grown Nurseries. The road will pass through the Regional
Park within the northern part of the River Lee Country Park and over land in the
Authority's ownership which is used by visitors and 'for the management of the
Authority's landholdings in the area.
The proposal is contrary to the Park Development Framework Proposals as they
relate to the River Lee Country Park (6.A.4) and will have a negative impact on visitor
use and enjoyment of the Park. The application also lacks sufficient ecological
information to enable a view to be taken in relation to its impact on the biodiversity of
the Regional Park and does not take account of the Local Wildlife site designation.
RECOMMENDATION
Members Approve:

(1)

that Epping Forest District Council be informed
that the Authority objects to the current
application to build a private access road
between Nazeing Road and the Valley Grown
Nurseries site on Paynes Lane, for the following
reasons:
a)

it is contrary to Park Development
Framework Proposals as they relate to Area
6.A.4 River Lee Country Park;

b)

it will impact negatively on visitor enjoyment

1
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and use of the Regional Park;
c)

commercial traffic will be introduced into an
area set aside for recreation, leisure and the
enjoyment of nature conservation; with the
additional risk and negative impact of
associated inappropriate vehicular and
motorbike access into the Park; and

d)

the Ecological Survey report is lacking in
detail and there is insufficient ecological
information upon which a decision can be
made in relation to the impact of the
proposed road on the Park and its ecology.

SITE CONTEXT AND DESCRIPTION
1

The proposed new road is located within the Regional Park and the Green Belt.
The route would pass through an open field and area of mixed scrub and
woodland, all of which form part of the River Lee.Country Park (RLCP) to the
south of Nazeing. The road is proposed to provide an alternative access route
for Heavy Good Vehicles (HGVs) servicing the Valley Grown Nurseries (VGN)
site located at the southern end of Paynes Lane. Much of • the area has
previously been used for mineral extraction and reclaimed including areas
flooded to form lakes, please refer to the plan at Appendix A to this report.

2

Access onto the proposed route would be from Nazeing Road to the north and
would link via a new junction with Paynes Lane to the east. The applicant states
that the proposal will remove all of the HGV traffic directly associated with VGN
that currently uses Paynes Lane.

3

A Public Right of Way (PROW) (no.10) is signed from Nazeing Road and follows
the same route through into the open field and grassland behind the residential
properties. The route of this footpath continues south until it meets with an
existing access track. It then heads west across the Flood Relief Channel via a
bridge to link into Green Lanes and Kings Weir adjacent to Holyfield Lake. The
existing access track, a legacy from the gravel workings in the area continues
south alongside the Flood Relief Channel (FRC) where it meets up again with
PROW (no 10), please refer to PROW plan at Appendix B to this report.

4

Paynes Lane is an established access road off Nazeing Road which provides
vehicular and pedestrian access to VGN and a number of other commercial
businesses, including other nurseries, and private residential dwellings. It.is also
an important access route into the Park with a PROW (no.26) along its entire
length that links into the east-west route of PROW (no.10) thereby providing
connection through to other parts of the RLCP. It is a narrow private road,
surfaced but without a footway or street lighting.

5

Immediately to the west of the application site lies the FRC and beyond Green
Lanes and Nazeing Marsh all of which form part of the RLCP. Land contained
to the east and north of the proposed road, is largely open apart from the
presence of a number of commercial and horticultural businesses located on the
west side of Paynes Lane and two lakes (flooded gravel pits) managed as
fisheries. The commercial activities include a car repair yard and a large site
used for processing stockpiled recycled soil. The row of residential properties
2
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that sit to the south of Nazeing Road also border the open land.
6

Land Ownership
The Authority owns just under a third of the proposed route of the new road and
this comprises part of an existing track which runs alongside the eastern side of
the FRC. This forms part of a parcel of land together with land to the west of the
Channel which was purchased from Lafarge in 2013 for the sum of £25,000.
The access track provides vehicular and visitor access by foot and bicycle south
to Holyfield Lake from Green Lanes via a bridge over the FRC.

7

Planning History
VGN is an established horticultural business, growing and supplying salads and
vegetables nationwide. In 2013 it obtained permission to expand and a major
new area of glass was erected — the site covers an area of 9ha in total. The
Authority unsuccessfully challenged Epping Forest District Council (EFDC's)
original deCislon to grant permission, first via the High Court and then via 'the
Court of Appeal. An application made to the Court of Appeal for leave to appeal
to the Supreme Court was refused in April 2016 and the Authority decided not to
pursue further action challenging the decision. The outcome of the judgment in
the Court of Appeal established that agricultural buildings, however large,
constituted appropriate development in the Green Belt as defined by the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) at that time (2012 version).

8

In 2012 an application for a similar road proposal to service the VGN site was
refused by EFDC. This proposal sought to create a 9-metre-wide stone track
leading from the nursery site west across the agricultural fields onto the access
track adjacent to the FRC, to then cross over the water channel and link into
Green Lane. The development was not considered necessary or proportionate
in relation to the horticultural use that it intended to serve and therefore deemed
inappropriate development in the Green Belt contrary to Local Plan policy GB2.
The new road was also considered to intrude in the landscape introducing
additional commercial traffic into an area used for recreation thereby failing to
conserve and enhance the landscape of the Regional Park and its amenity,
contrary to Policy RST24.

POLICY BACKGROUND
9

Buildings for agriculture and forestry are considered 'appropriate' development
within the Green Belt and fall within the exception set out in paragraph 145 of
the NPPF 2019 regarding the construction of new buildings within the Green
Belt. Paragraph 146 b) of the NPPF further identifies 'engineering operations'
as a form of 'other development' that are also considered not inappropriate in
the Green Belt, providing they preserve the openness of Green Belt and do not
conflict with the purposes of including land within it.

10 Local Plan policy both in the Combined Policies of Epping Forest District Local
Plan 1998 and Alterations' 2006 (published 2008) and the Submission Version
2018 is supportive of the. Lee Valley Regional Park, recognising its role as a key
asset for the District, and an important component of the region's green
infrastructure. Policy RST24 'Design and Location of Development in the LVRP'
seeks to ensure developments within the Regional Park have regard to its
importance for leisure, recreation and nature' conservation, safeguard the
amenity and future development of the Park and conserve and enhance the
landscape of. the Park or its setting. Green Belt policy DM4 Submission Version
seeks to protect the openness of the Green Belt; planning permission will not be
3
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granted for inappropriate development, except in very special circumstances, in
accordance with national policy It repeats the exceptions set out in the NPPF
pare 145 a) and 146 b) as described above.
11 Policy E3 'Food Production and Glasshouses' in the Submission Version seeks
to ensure vehicular access from new glasshouse sites to the road network is
adequate and uses roads capable of accommodating vehicle movements likely
to be generated by the development without detriment to highway safety and
rural character of roads. However, this policy relates only to new or replacement
glasshouses (as in the original VGN application approved back in 2013) and not
to a stand-alone application for a road to service a well-established horticultural
business where access already exists.
12 Development Management Policy DM1 seeks to ensure all development
delivers biodiversity net gain in addition to protecting existing habitat and
species — proposals should integrate blodiversity through their design and
layout. Policy DM1 (G) also states that where a Protected or Priority Species,
Priority Habitat or other valuable habitat may be affected by proposed
development, applicants must provide a full survey and site assessment to
establish the extent of potential impact and inform appropriately designed
mitigation measures and plans.
13

Park Development Framework Proposals place the new road proposal within
the RLCP an area within which visitor facilities are to be enhanced and access
and the quality of routes for pedestrians and cyclists into and through the RLCP
are to be improved (6.A.4 Visitors). The general aim is to work with the Council
and landowners to bring sites within the northern part of the RLCP, such as
Nazeing Marsh for example, into recreational or leisure use. Proposals also
identify the significant angling facilities that exist within the area and the need to
protect, manage and continue to improve fisheries within the RLCP as regional
leisure and sporting venues.

14 Biodiversity Proposals seek to "protect, enhance and manage the mosaic of
open water, scrapes, meadows, floodplain grassland and farmland habitats
within RLCP, to improve its ecological value and species diversity". Habitat
improvements are to be delivered throughout the RLCP and include waterway
and ditch enhancements for wetland mammals such as Otter and Water Vole.
15 The Landscape Strategy emphasises the need to continue positive conservation
and management of the diverse and valuable wetland habitats, re-creating lost
habitats, and balancing this with provision of recreation and enjoyment of the
landscape (LCA A3). The coherent and mostly undeveloped character of the
valley and sense of naturalness and tranquillity this provides is to be protected.
The quality of access routes into the Park from the north along Paynes Lane,
Green Lane and Old Nazeing Road are to be improved.
DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT
16 The applicant is seeking to construct a new road between Nazeing, Road in the
north and Paynes Lane to the south east as a private alternative access to serve
the VGN complex. It is proposed to make use of an existing gated farm access,
positioned on a residential side loop road, with pavement, that is located off
Nazeing Road on its. southern side. The gated access point lies. between
residential properties and opens out into an open field of grass and scrub
currently grazed by horses. This access point will be improved to a beilmouth
4
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and a hard paved section of road will extend into the field to the point where a
new security gate will be provided set back, so that HGVs arriving will be able to
pull in and communicate with VGN who intend to control the road access
remotely. For most of its length the road will be 4m wide although at its junction
with Nazeing Road it will widen to 7.3m to allow for a passing place.
17 From this point south across the field the road will be constructed in unbound
materials (hoggin/scalpings/Type 1 MOT) and limited in width to 4m as it is
proposed to only allow one. vehicle on the route at any onetime. The route of
the existing PROW (no.10) that also crosses the field will be formalised beside
the road and the existing pedestrian gates at either end retained. South of the
field the road will cross a watercourse that links into the FRC and this will need
to be culverted. It then continues south following an existing access track
alongside the FRC, currently in the ownership of the Park Authority.
Approximately half way along this track the proposed road will turn eastwards,
and pass over a small watercourse which will be culverted. Another security
gate will be provided at this point. The road will then continue, crossing an area
of woodland planting and scrub, pass alongside a gravel lake before exiting onto
Paynes Lane via another remotely controlled gate; here the route widens to 6m.
From this point HGVs will only be able to turn right to travel a short distance
south into VGN complex.
18 The traffic using the proposed road would be restricted to traffic associated with
the VGN operations, in conjunction with their normal working hours and be
restricted to I-IGVs only. All other traffic will continue to use Paynes Lane. The
Planning Statement makes reference to current HGV movements to VGN being
approximately 12 vehicles per day in each directiont
19 The applicant considers the new road will bring significant benefits to Paynes
Lane in terms of highway safety as HGV movements will reduce and potential
conflicts with pedestrians and other. road users will also reduce. This will
improve access for pedestrians and cyclists using the PROW on Paynes Lane.
20 Ecological Surveys
The application is accompanied by an Extended Phase 1 Ecological Survey. It
concluded that bird and bat boxes could mitigate for the loss of any trees and
the small amount of hedgerow that will be removed and that any lighting of the
road should be directional, kept to .a minimum and avoid lighting key features
such as trees or the river. Evidence of Badger using the site was found and
although sett(s) were not located at the time of survey It is thought they may be
present in an area of impenetrable scrub. The survey report recommends that
the Badger survey is updated prior to any works commencing. The survey
found the site unsuitable for reptiles and Great Crested Newt but suitable for
hedgehog.
21 Flood Risk
A Flood Risk Assessment submitted with the application advises that the new
road is mainly located in Flood Zone 2 although some areas are within zone 3.
However, the applicant considers the use to be water. compatible in that it is
remotely controlled and a less vulnerable type of use, one that can be prevented
if a fluvial event is predicted.
22

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
The Landscape and Visual Appraisal provides &detailed assessment and this
has considered' the sensitivity of the landscape and its ability to withstand
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change arising from development without undue negative effects. It considers
that generally the landscape does have the capacity to "acceptably
accommodate the proposed development" due in part to its low-lying nature and
that it will influence only a small geographical area. Impacts on surrounding
receptors such as the PROWs are assessed as having 'negligible' to 'moderate'
significance (i.e.: moderate significance where PROW 10 lies closest to the
route) which they consider below the level considered 'harmful' to landscape
character and the visual resource.
23 However, notwithstanding the above findings, the appraisal also states the
proposal will result in some harm; the introduction of occasional vehicle
movements will result in "a negative impact upon tranquillity, and introduce a
visually dynamic and discordant feature at odds with the visual resource. The
track itself may also be seen as an incongruous feature (although it will continue
the line of an existing track and, with time, will resemble its appearance as the
surface materials age and wear). This harm should be considered in the overall
planning balance and weighed up against the positive benefits the scheme will
bring." In conclusion the overall significance of the impacts are assessed as
minor-moderate adverse. Therefore, the significance for landscape and visual
impacts falls below the level of harm that should be considered significant.
24 A landscape strategy is recommended with mitigation to compensate for the
loss of a small amount of vegetation.
PLANNING APPRAISAL
25

Principle of development In Relation to the Green Belt and Regional Park
The applicant is proposing to construct a new private road for the use of HGVs
within the Green Belt and the Regional Park. An argument is given that the road
Is required to continue to serve the VGN complex on Paynes Lane, thereby
linking the development to an agricultural/horticultural use within the Green Belt.
However, the major redevelopment of the VGN site was permitted in 2013 on
the basis of the main vehicle access continuing along Paynes Lane and the site
has been in operation now for some 6 years or more without the requirement for
an additional service road. There is no indication in supporting information that
the number of HGV movements has increased to a significant extent as a result
of the VGN operation and indeed it is stressed that the use of the proposed road
is to be for occasional HGV use.

26 The road proposal is not therefore considered to fall within the category of
exceptions to new buildings within the Green Belt as described under pare
145a) 'buildings for agriculture and forestry' of the NPPF. It could however be
argued that it is an 'engineering operation' (NPPF pare 146b)) in which case it
would be deemed a not inappropriate form of development in the Green Belt,
providing it preserves the openness of the Green Belt and the purposes of
including land within it. The question of its impact on openness is considered
below in relation to the impact of the road on the Regional Park.
27 Park Development Framework Proposals
The proposal to construct a private access road within the Regional Park for use
by HGVs is considered contrary to the PDF proposals and inappropriate in the
context of the RCLP, where sites are to be brought into use for recreational and
leisure purposes and visitor access and enjoyment of the environment and
nature enhanced. It will introduce commercial traffic into an area designated for
recreation, leisure and the enjoyment of nature conservation. There is also
6
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concern that a new road will bring with it risks associated with inappropriate
vehicular and motorbike access to the detriment of the wider Park.
28 The use by HGVs even if on an 'occasional basis' will still have the potential to
conflict with people using the footpath even if the PROW is formalised beside
the road; details as to how this will be achieved are not clear from the plans
submitted. When the HGVs turn right onto Paynes Lane to head south into the
VGN complex they will be again sharing the Lane with pedestrians using PROW
(no.26), albeit for a very short distance. There is also concern about the
proximity of the road as it passes along the northern boundary of the gravel lake
close to Paynes Lane. Although this area is not publically accessible it is noted
as part of the PDF Proposals, Sport & Recreation thematic proposals map, as a
site contributing to angling in the RLCP which is to be enhanced.
29 Visual Impacts
The road will facilitate the movement of HGVs through an' area of largely open
land which although 'reclaimed' is nonetheless a relatively quiet and not
unattractive setting for both the PROW (no.10) that passes through and crosses
the Flood Relief Channel, and the access route south that is provided via the
existing track down to Holyfield Lake. The Visual Appraisal found the visual
impact on views along the PROW to be moderate adverse with visual sensitivity
to be medium to high. This is where the incongruous nature of the new road
and the associated infrastructure will be most apparent.
30

The application shows that only a small section of the road will be hard surfaced
near the entrance area from Nazeing Road. A surfaced route within the Park
will still be created however, through what is currently an open field of grass and
scrub, and then through a more wooded scrubland area, along which large
vehicles will travel. This will change the character 'of the Park and the
experience of the visitor, especially in terms of the openness of the Park which
is a key feature of the landscape south of Nazeing Road. As described iri the
Visual and Landscape Appraisal this will introduce a "visually dynamic and
discordant feature at odds with the visual resource".

31 There is also concern over the quality and durability of the road and the visual
impact this will have on the Park given its construction from largely non
macadam sub base materials. Roadways not sealed with macadam are likely to '
erode quickly under HGV use, creating multiple potholes that will require
constant maintenance and which ultimately will visually detract from the Park
landscape and it amenity. .
32 Ecology
The Ecological Survey report is lacking in detail and the application does not
provide sufficient detail upon which to make a decision. A biodiversity net gain
assessment has not been undertaken, so it is difficult to judge the impact of the
mitigation that is proposed. Ecological information is a material consideration in
the planning process and should be provided in sufficient detail to enable a full
assessment of the application. The proposed route of the road would pass
through a Local Wildlife Site — 'Ep5 Lee Valley Central' and therefore would be
an inappropriate' development for the site. This non-statutory designation does
not appear to be referenced in the ecological survey report.
33 The survey report does not provide a habitat map to identify habitats present in
the application area or the locatiori of key features. The methodologies used to
undertake the' surveys have not been detailed and it is not possible to say 'if
7
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they, or the mitigation proposed is appropriate. For example:
The bird survey was undertaken outside of the main breeding season
and therefore a clear picture of the species that breed in the area is not
provided, although the survey did note that habitat that is likely to be
used by breeding birds would be lost. It is unlikely that the installation of
bird boxes would fully compensate for the loss of this scrub habitat.
Timings of scrub removal work would also need to be considered.
Use of the site by Badgers was identified however further surveys should
be undertaken to determine the location of the Setts so that the impacts
can be fully assessed. This should be done prior to any permissions
being granted.
Whilst the trees were assessed for bat roost potential there was no
assessment of bat activity and therefore the impacts of the tree and
scrub removal cannot be fully assessed. If the road is to be lit a lighting
plan would be required. Locations and numbers of proposed bat boxes
should be Indicated.
The site is considered to be suitable for hedgehogs however the loss of
scrub could impact upon their population. Mitigation through the planting
of additional scrub areas or the creations of hedgehog homes should be
included in the scheme.
Japanese Knotweed is present on site; this will require a plan to be
drawn up and submitted to the Local Planning Authority for approval to
cover best practice during the construction of the road andthen on-going
management.
There is mention of the watercourses that need to be culverted. There
has been no survey work undertaken on Otters (which are known to be
present in the area), the culverting of a watercourse alongside the
vehicle movements may pose a threat to Otters moving along the'
watercourse and this requires detailed consideration.
A plan of mitigation measures should be produced as part of the
application.
34 Operational
The section of existing access track adjacent to the FRC that is within the
Authority's ownership is used by the Regional Park's Ranger team as part of
Park operations and management of the RLCP. Likewise, it provides access for
the Environment Agency, and is also an access route for the fisheries in the
area. Additional traffic along part of this track, especially use by HGVs would
conflict with these uses as well as the informal use by visitors on foot or cycling
through the River Lee Country Park. The outcome of the proposed road
therefore would be to replicate the existing issues of conflict between lorry
movements and pedestrians/cyclists visiting the Park experienced along Paynes
Lane further into the Park at Nazeing. Officers query whether the applicant has
considered scope for enhancing the existing route via Paynes Lane rather than
Creating a new problem of conflict within a second area of the Park.
35 Finally, there is also concern as to whether the proposed 'occasional' use by
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HGVs can be secured by condition as this would need to be monitored. No
proposal has been included for the monitoring of the road and Officers are not
convinced that a mechanism for this can be secured over the longer term.
36 Given all the above considerations it Is recommended that an objection be made
to the proposal to construct a new road through the Regional Park within
Nazeing.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
37

These are addressed in the body of the report.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
38

There are no financial implications arising directly from the recommendations in
this report.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
39 Planning applications referred to this Authority are submitted under the
consultative arrangements of Section 14 (4-7) of the Lee Valley Regional Park
Act 1966 (the Park Act). The Park Act requires a local planning authority to
consult with the Authority on any planning application for development, whether
within the designated area of the Park or not, which might affect any part of the
Park.
40 The Park Act enables the Authority to make representations to the local
planning authority which they shall take into account when determining the
planning application.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
41 There are no risk management implications arising directly from the
recommendations in this report.
EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS
42

There are no equality implications arising directly from the recommendations in
this report.

Author: Claire Martin, 01992 709 885, cmartin@leevalleypark.org.uk
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